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Abstract. An Angular Correlated Configuration Interaction method is extended and applied to exotic three-
body atomic systems with general masses. A recently proposed angularly correlated basis set is used to construct,
simultaneously and with a single diagonalization, ground and excited states wave functions which: (i) satisfy
exactly Kato cusp conditions at the two-body coalescence points; (ii) have only linear parameters; (iii) show a
fast convergency rate for the energy; (iv) form an orthogonal set. The efficiency of the construction is illustrated
by the study a variety of three-body atomic systems [m−1 m−2 mz3+

3 ] with two negatively charged light particles, with
diverse massesm−1 andm−2 , and a heavy positively charged nucleusmz3+

3 . The calculated ground 11S and several
excitedn1,3S state energies are compared with those given in the literature, when available. We also present a
short discussion on the critical charge necessary to get a stable three-body system supporting two electrons, an
electron and a muon, or two muons.

1 INTRODUCTION

Exotic three-body systems, involving electrons, muons and
antihydrogen nuclei, are of interest in many branches of
physics, including atomic spectroscopy and quantum elec-
trodynamics (see, e.g., the discussion and the references
given in the Introduction of [1,2]). Negatively charged hy-
drogen ions, and their isotopes, have also astrophysical ap-
plications: their photoionization is the primary source of
the continuum opacity in stellar photospheres and their rel-
ative abundance is of great interest for predicting the ther-
monuclear efficiency of our Sun [2]. Moreover exotic sys-
tems serve to test the general theory of three-body sys-
tems and to study interparticle correlations, going further
than the two-electron atoms with infinite nuclear mass. The
main aim of this paper is to investigate some of these sys-
tems, providing relatively simple but accurate wave func-
tions for ground and excited states, permitting the study of
the different processes involved.

The three-body problem plays a fundamental role in
atomic physics. From a theoretical point of view it is very
important because it presents most of the properties of the
many-body problem. For bound states of three-body atomic
systems, and in particular for helium, many trial wave func-
tions have been proposed and optimized to obtain the best
ground state energy. They are not all of the same qual-
ity and can be grouped in at least three different groups.
Highly sophisticated wave functions, built with a large num-
ber of basis functions, lead to very accurate energies (see,
e.g., [1–14] and references therein). A second, analytical,
group includes rather simple wave functions possessing
some of the correct functional (local) properties (see, e.g.,
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[15–21]). A third category, deals with wave functions (typ-
ically Hylleraas-type) and energies of quality which are in-
termediate between the two already mentioned (see, e.g.,
[22–25]). All these trial wave functions have separate, and
possibly complementary, purposes: obtain very accurate
mean quantities (including the energy), search for a solu-
tion as formal as possible, or useful for applications such
as collision studies. For the latter, it is useful to remind that
the evaluation differential cross sections for processes such
as double ionization by electron or photon impact [26–32]
involve multi-dimensional numerical integrations; more-
over, for calculations within the second Born approxima-
tion, a complete orthogonal set of wave functions is nec-
essary. The use of bound wave functions with a very large
number of terms (first group) can be prohibitive, even with
modern computer facilities [26]. It is then not surprising
that only simple or intermediate trial wave functions have
been employed so far in all such collision calculations. An-
other reason for this may be related to the practical fact that
simpler functions can be easily tabulated and shared by a
wider community. This, for example, possibly explains the
popularity of Hylleraas-type wave functions, such as that
of Kinoshita [22] or simpler versions [23], amongst the
collision community.

Another important issue concerning trial wave func-
tions is their formal structure. In particular, the behavior
close to the singular points may play an essential role in
collisional problems [32,33]. Trial wave functions usually
satisfy the so-called Kato cusp conditions [34] in an ap-
proximate way; the functions of the first group usually con-
tain so many terms that the conditions are satisfied quite
accurately but not exactly. An alternative approach is to
build the trial wave functions with intrinsically the correct
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behavior, for example by choosing appropriate basis func-
tions. This is one of the issues addressed in this report.

In the last three years, we have worked on the con-
struction of trial wave functions of intermediate quality
[35–37], in particular for two-electron atoms. Motivated
by some collisional studies, Gasaneo and Ancarani [38,
37] introduced a C3-like basis set for two-electron atomic
systems which fully diagonalizes the whole diagonal part
of the kinetic energy and all the Coulomb interactions (see
Sect. 2 below). The use of such a correlated basis in a Con-
figuration Interaction approach is based on a decomposi-
tion of the three-body wave function in a sum of doubly
correlated configurations [37]; each configuration depends
explicitly on the three inter-electronic coordinates. The ef-
ficiency of the method, called Angular Correlated Config-
uration Interaction (ACCI), has been illustrated with appli-
cations to the helium isoelectronic sequence in the infinite
mass approximation [37]. Here it will be applied to three-
body systems with finite nuclear masses and to exotic sys-
tems.

A variant and more advanced ACCI method consists in
including a factorΩ in the wave function that solves the
non-diagonal terms of the kinetic energy not solved by the
first factorφ [35,36]. The efficiency of this extended ACCI
method has been illustrated by the study of ground states
of the two-electron and electron-muon three-body atomic
systems [39]: negatively charged hydrogen-like systems;
neutral helium-like systems, and positively charged lithium-
like systems. The calculated energies, with only a moder-
ate number of linear parameters, are of intermediate qual-
ity; they lie in between the highly accurate ones presented
for example by Frolov (see e.g. [8,11,14]) and those ob-
tained with simple wave functions (see e.g. [20,21]).

Both methods generate wave functions which (i) are
sufficiently simple and sufficiently accurate to be used in
practical atomic collision calculation; and (ii) by construc-
tion, satisfy exactly Kato cusp conditions [34]. Wave func-
tions with these characteristics, and in tabulated form, are
not available in the literature, in particular for finite nuclear
mass systems and exotic systems. Moreover, the ACCI meth-
ods generate also excited states for such systems, for which
almost no results have been given in the literature.

The present contribution has two main objectives: (i)
the extension of the ACCI method with the C3-like basis
functions, to more general three-body atomic systems with
two negatively singly-charged light particles and a heavy
positively charged nucleus, with diverse finite masses; and
(ii) the construction of highly correlated wave functions,
for both ground and excited states, which satisfy exactly
the two-body cusp conditions and are as accurate as the
traditional Hylleraas wave functions available in the litera-
ture for two-electron systems with infinite nuclear mass.

Our work is organized as follows: in Sect. 2 we define
the ACCI method with the C3 basis set in order to apply
it to atomic systems with general masses. In Sect. 3 we
present our results, for several three-body systems, for both
ground and excited states. The energies are compared to
”exact” reference values, when available. We then study, in
Sect. 4, the stability and the threshold properties of some

of the systems. Finally a summary and some concluding
remarks are given in Sect. 5.

Hartree atomic units (ℏ = me = e = 1) are used through-
out this paper.

2 Method

Consider atomic systems composed of three-particles with
chargesz1 < 0, z2 < 0, z3 > 0, and respective massesm1,
m2, m3; we shall note these three-body systems [mz1

1 mz2
2 mz3

3 ],
with the chargeszi as superscripts. Letµi j =

mim j

mi+m j
(i , j)

be thereduced masses. We shall designate as particle 3 the
heaviest particle,i.e. the nucleus of massm3 and charge
z3 = Z, and the two lighter particles, labeled 1 and 2, with
massesm1,m2 and chargesz1 = z2 = −1. The vectorsr13
andr23 will denote the two lighter particles positions with
respect to the nucleus, andr12 = r2− r1 their relative posi-
tion.

While the method described below can be extended to
generate otherL > 0 excited states, we shall deal here
only with the ground andS excited states. ForS -states,
the six-dimensional Schrödinger equation reduces to the
three-dimensional Hylleraas equation when Euler angles
have been removed. In terms of the interparticles coordi-
nates (r13, r23, r12), and keeping the general chargesz1, z2

andz3 = Z, it reads

HΨ (r13, r23, r12) = EΨ (r13, r23, r12), (1)

where the non-relativistic HamiltonianH is given by

H = D0 + D1. (2)

Here,D0 andD1 are the kinetic energy operators
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. (4)

Here, no assumptions are made that some parts of the Hamil-
tonian are negligible in comparison to others. The opera-
tor D1 contains no singularities, and is non-diagonal as it
mixes the three relative coordinates. When the nucleus is
(virtually) considered as infinitely heavy (m3 → ∞), the
last term inD1 is absent. Such limit is often taken as refer-
ence system.
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In Ref. [37], two of us proposed a basis set that solves
exactly the diagonalD0 part of the three-body Schrödinger
Eq. (1). The basis functions read

φn1,n2,n3 (r13, r23, r12) = ϕn1 (r23) ϕn2 (r13) χC3 (n3, µ12, r12)
(5)

with ϕni

(

r jk

)

= ϕni ,li

(

r jk

)

, for (i , j, k), are normalized
hydrogenic functions with principal quantum numbersni

and angular momentali (i = 1, 2):

ϕni ,li(r jk) = Nni ,li eziZµ jkr jk/ni

(

−2ziZµ jk

ni
r jk

)li

× 1F1

(

1+ li − ni, 2li + 2,−2
ziZµ jk

ni
r jk

)

; (6)

where the normalization is given by

Nni ,li =
1

(2li + 1)!

√

(

−2ziZµ jk

ni

)3 (ni + li)!
2ni(ni − 1− li)!

,

and1F1 is the confluent hypergeometric function [40]. The
distortion factorχC3 (n3, µ12, r12) = χC3 (n3, l3 = 0, µ12, r12)
is defined by

χC3 (n3, l3, µ12, r12) = 1F1

(

l3 − n3, 2l3 + 2,−2
z1z2µ12

n3
r12

)

.

(7)
As we are considering here onlyS states, the angular mo-
menta are taken to be equal to zerol1 = l2 = l3 = 0. For any
integern3 the distortion factorχC3 (n3, µ12, r12) reduces to
Laguerre polynomialsL(1)

n3
(−2z1z2µ12r12/n3). For a given

set of quantum numbers{n1, n2, n3} - one for each coor-
dinate - the basis functions are parameter-free. They have
been proposed following ideas based on an approximated
solution for the double continuum wave function known as
C3 [41] (also called 3C or BBK model) [38,37]. We have
called the basis C3-like, and will use the label C3 for the
three-body bound wave functions constructed from it.

The CI method can be used to construct an approxi-
mated solution of the Schrödinger equation (1), by means
of a linear combination of the functions (5),

ΨC3−M = N
∑

n1,n2,n3

cn1n2n3φn1,n2,n3(r13, r23, r12), (8)

whereN is the overall normalization factor. The functions
ΨC3−M include explicitly angular correlation through the
introduction of ther12 coordinate in each configuration
φn1,n2,n3. This ensures a rather fast convergency rate for the
energy (and other relevant physical quantities), as will be
illustrated in the next section. The overall amount of cor-
relation included is dictated by the numberM of linear co-
efficientscn1n2n3. It should be noted that when the two light
particles are identical, the coefficients must satisfy the fol-
lowing symmetry relationcn1n2n3 = cn2n1n3, so that the num-
ber of coefficients is reduced.

With the proposal (8) for the wave function, Schrödinger
equation (1) can be written as

HΨC3−M = E0ΨC3−M +

(

D1 +
z1z2

n3

∂

∂r12

)

ΨC3−M (9)

where

E0 = −
µ13

2
(z1Z)2

n2
1

−
µ23

2
(z2Z)2

n2
2

(10)

is the energy corresponding to the solved operatorD0. The
Schrödinger equation can then be transformed into a gen-
eralized eigenvalue problem [42]:

∑

n1,n2,n3

[

Ĥ − EŜ
]

cn1n2n3 = 0, (11)

where theM coefficientscn1n2n3 are the eigenvectors and
E the eigenvalues for the three-body system. Our basis
functionsφn1,n2,n3, as indeed any other containing products
of power and exponential functions, allow to express in
closed formall the elements of the overlap̂S and Hamilto-
nianĤ matrices. The results obtained with theΨC3−M wave
functions, require only one diagonalization process and no
further optimization process is needed.

By construction, the basis functions
φn1,n2,n3 (r13, r23, r12) satisfy the two-body Kato cusp
conditions [34] that the solutionΨ of Eq. (1) must satisfy

[

∂Ψ

∂ri j

]

ri j→0
= ziz jµi j Ψ (0, rk j, rik) (12)

(i , j, i , k, j , k)

the notationΨ meaning the average ofΨ overa very small
sphere of radiusri j keeping the other values fixed. Rela-
tion (12) provides the linear behavior thatΨ (r13, r23, r12)
must have close to the Coulomb singular points. Satisfying
these two-body cusp conditions is not only a mathematical
requirement, but also an important property that any trial
wave function should have. This point has been underlined
throughout the literature, and again recently in the context
of double photoionization (see, e.g., Ref. [33]).

Although we are not going to consider hereΨC3−M

for generalL (L > 0), we would like to briefly describe
how the generalization can be performed. Linear com-
binations of radial basis functions and rotation matrices
DM,K

L (α, β, γ) can be used expand the different states [43].
The rotation matrices are simultaneously eigenfunctions of
L̂2 and the projections,̂Lz and L̂′z along space-fixed and
body-fixed axes, with eigenvaluesL(L + 1), M, andK, re-
spectively. Following [43], the rotation matrices can be ex-
pressed in terms of the polar and azimuthal angles (θik, φik)
of rik and the angular momentum lowering operatorL̂−.
The generalL statesΨL

C3−M can be written in terms of
the products of the functionsϕni ,li (r23) (with i = 1, 2) and
χC3 (n3, l3, µ12, r12), together with the angular functions as
follows:

ΨL
C3−M = N

∑

l1+l2=L

[( L̂−)L (r13 sin(θ13)eıφ13)l2 (13)

×(r23 sin(θ23)eıφ23)l1]
∑

n1,n2,n3

cL
n1n2n3,l1l2

×ϕn1,l1 (r23) ϕn2,l2 (r13)χC3 (n3, l1 + l2, µ12, r12) .
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The advantage of expanding with the radial functions
ϕni ,li

(

r jk

)

andχC3 (n3, l3, µ12, r12) is that the product fully
diagonalizes the Coulomb interactions and removes the di-
agonal part of the kinetic energy. A study of theL > 0 case
will be presented shortly elsewhere.

3 Results

As we want to obtain approximate wave functions - at the
same time - for the ground 11S and the excited statesn1S
andn3S (n = 1 to 4), we have performed calculations with
n1 andn2 up to 4, and included the following configura-
tions:

1s1s+ (1s2s+2s1s)+ (1s3s+3s1s)+ (1s4s+4s1s). (14)

Satisfactory convergence was obtained withn3 = 1 to 5;
this choice keeps the approximated functions reasonably
simple, and at the same time sufficiently accurate. For sym-
metric three-body systems, i.e. withm1 = m2, z1 = z2, this
meansM = 20 terms; for asymmetric systems,m1 , m2,
M = 35.

The method presented has been applied to a number
of three-body systems: negatively charged hydrogen-like
ions (Z = 1), neutral helium-like (Z = 2) atoms, and posi-
tively charged lithium-like ions (Z = 3). The mean energy
is a very important quality test of any trial wave function.
However, the expectation values of other physical opera-
tors allow one to test the wave function with a particular
emphasis on a given portion of the configuration space. A
comparison of expectation values of several radial quan-
tities, has been presented for ground states in Ref. [39]
within the advanced ACCI method.

Here we shall focus only on the mean energies of
ground and excited states for a variety of normal and ex-
otic atomic three-body systems. When possible, we shall
compare our results with reference energy values, here-
after named numerically ”exact”. These were obtained
with highly accurate variational procedures which involve
very large numbers of linear and non-linear parameters. To
allow for a direct comparison with these numerically ”ex-
act” energies, it is necessary to take the same mass val-
ues for the involved particles; as most highly accurate re-
sults have been provided by Frolov [7–9], we have taken
the same masses values as in these references (which are
taken from Ref. [44]). For hydrogen-like ions, they read:
the proton massmp = 1836.152701me, the deuteron mass
md = 3670.483014me, the tritium nuclear massmt =

5496.92158me and the muonic massmµ = 206.768262
me. [More recently, Frolov [11,14] used a slightly different
muon mass recommended by NIST,mµ = 206.7682838me

[45]. While the use of this modified mass value produces
slight energy shifts, this will affect digits of our calculated
energy which are not given in the tables below.] For the
exotic three-body systems (quasi-atoms) where antihydro-
gen nuclei are considered as particle 2, the masses of the
antiparticlesm−2 are taken as being the same as those of
the particlesm+2 (i.e. the same choice as in Ref. [1]), i.e.:
p− (m2 = mp− = mp), d− (m2 = md− = md) or t− (m2 =

mt− = mt). As the He2+ nucleus is concerned, we have
takenm3 = 7294.2996me for 4He2+ andm3 = 5495.8852
me for 3He2+. For the Li3+ nucleus we have taken the same
values as used by Frolov [14]:m3 = 10961.8968me for
6Li3+ andm3 = 12786.3927me for 7Li3+.

3.1 Ground state 11S

Let us start with the ground singlet state 11S . Our calcu-
lated mean energies〈−E〉 are reported in Table 1, and com-
pared with numerically ”exact” results (in bold) collected
from the literature.

For negatively charged hydrogen-like three-body sys-
tems made of two electrons and a third heavier particle
with chargeZ = 1 we considered the ions∞H−, 1H−, D−,
T− and the muonium ion Mu−[e−e−µ+]. All these systems
are similar to each other in the main property of their spec-
tra, i.e. they have only one bound (ground), singlet state
with L = 0. They differ only by the nuclear mass. The
mean energies have a relative accuracy

〈−E〉 − 〈−E〉exact

〈−E〉exact
,

of 1.7× 10−3 for Mu− ; similar accuracies are obtained for
the other systems. These are quite good result in view of
the relatively small numberM of basis functions used.

Intermediate quality wave functions for these ions have
been proposed, for example, by Flores-Rivero and Rivas-
Silva [46]. They compared their Eckart-Gaussian wave func-
tions with 4- and 10-term Hylleraas functions, denotedΨS 4
andΨS 10. TheΨS 10 trial wave function gives a mean en-
ergy of−0.526701 a.u. for D− and−0.526751 a.u. for T−.
It should be mentioned that, contrary to ours, these trial
wave functions do not satisfy Kato cusp conditions. More-
over, the authors do not give the values of the non-linear
parameters of the wave functions. In fact, to the best of our
knowledge, there are no reports in the literature present-
ing the complete wave functions (including the values of
the parameters) for all these systems; this was one of the
motivations behind the work presented in [39]. For the he-
lium atom and its isoelectronic series with infinite mass,
on the other hand, details of the wave functions are often
provided. For example, in case of the∞H− ion, Harris and
Smith [25] have recently proposed a wave function yield-
ing an energy of−0.5277131 a.u. and provide the twelve
non-linear parameters involved. As stated by the authors,
their optimization is a demanding numerical task. Since
our method involves only linear parameters, more configu-
rations are needed to reach similar level of accuracy. How-
ever, two advantages appear in our method: (i) the opti-
mization of the parameters is direct and straightforward;
and (ii) the same optimization also leads to a set of accu-
rate excited states (see Sect. 3.2).

Three-body systems where the two electrons are re-
placed by muons have also been considered; our results are
compared to those given (in muonic units) in Ref. [47]. We
should also point out that the system [e−µ− ∞+] is not sta-
ble (see Sect. 4 for the discussion on the critical charge).
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Finally, negatively charged exotic systems [e−e−(nme)+],
with a variable quasi-nuclear mass (n integer), have also
been studied [3,48,49]; these systems go from the nega-
tive postronium Ps− (n = 1) to the negative hydrogen ion
H− (n → ∞) and allow for a discussion of energy interpo-
lation with the mass.

Let us now turn to three-body systems withz3 = Z ≥ 2.
In this case, also excited states exists and results will be
discussed below (Sect. 3.2).

For Z = 2 we have studied a variety of neutral helium-
like systems with a heavy positively charged nucleusm2+

3 ;
the cases of infinite nuclear mass, and the two isotopes3He
and 4He are considered. The two negatively charged light
particles can be equal or different. When both are electrons,
we have the standard helium atom; for the ground state of
∞He, we found a relative accuracy of 9× 10−4, and similar
values when finite nuclear masses are considered.

When one electron is replaced by a muon, we have the
so-called muonic helium [e−µ−He2+]; its ground state has
been studied in details by Frolov [8]. Our ground state en-
ergies are in very good agreement with the reference val-
ues. We should underline that these energies, which are
essentially proportional tom2 = mµ, are of about four
hundred atomic units: the apparently excellent agreement
should thus be taken with care, as one should look at the
relative agreement. Moreover, such muonic-atoms have a
particularly simple structure (see below). Similar comments
apply to the exotic systems when one electron is replaced
by and anti-hydrogen nucleusp−, d− or t−.

Next, we discuss the following positively charged
lithium-like systems with a heavy positively charged nu-
cleusm3+

3 ; the cases of infinite nuclear mass, and the two
isotopes7Li and 6Li are considered. For the standard∞Li+

ion, the mean energies have – approximately – a relative
accuracy of 4.6 × 10−4 , and similarly for the two finite
nuclear mass cases.

The ground state of muonic lithium ions [e−µ−Li3+]
have been studied in detail by Frolov [14]. Our values are
quite accurate when compared to ”exact” reference values.
We have not found in the literature any other calculated
energies for systems involving anti-hydrogen nuclei.

From the detailed study of mean radial quantities (see,
e.g., [9,14] and references therein), it appears that the
muonic helium atoms (and muonic lithium ions) have a
two–shell cluster structure. This means that the actual
structure is represented as one-electron motion in the field
of a quasi-nucleus which is a hydrogen-like ion of charge
z3 − 1: singly charged He2+µ− and doubly charged Li3+µ−.
The bound spectrum of these muonic three-body systems
should thus be similar to that of the one–electron ions. Due
to the ratiomµ/me, the muon shell radius is much times
smaller than the outside electron shell radius. For muonic
helium atoms (respectively, muonic lithium ions) this ra-
tio is about 413 [8] (respectively, 465 [14]). This implies
that, compared to the two-electron He atom (respectively
Li+ ion), the overall correlation is much smaller for the
electron-muon case. Similarly, for systems involving antin-
uclei (p−, d− or t−), the electron moves in the field of a
positive charged quasi-nucleus. In all these systems, the

complex structure of the pseudo-nucleus is practically in-
significant.

Other three-body systems with larger values ofZ can
be equally considered. The relatively less important role
played by the electron-electron or electron-muon correla-
tion gives then even better energy agreement with ”exact”
values (not shown).

For all systems, more accurate wave functions can be
easily constructed by including more configurations (n1n2)
and increasing the number of correlation terms (n3) (as
done in Ref. [37]). However, as mentioned in the Introduc-
tion, the aim was to provide the details of the wave func-
tions and have therefore kept the number of coefficients
reasonably moderate.

3.2 Excited states n1S and n3S

When solving the generalized eigenvalue problem (11), the
single diagonalization provides also bound energies and
wave functions for a number ofS excited states. All con-
structed wave functions form an orthogonal set. Their num-
ber and their quality depends on the configurations included
in the trial wave function (8).

The results of our calculations are displayed in Table 2.
Notice that only few results are available in the literature,
in particular for exotic systems. For the muonic helium,
the energy of the first excited state (the so-called electron
excited state [1sµ2se]) has been calculated quite accurately
by Frolov [9].

In the first application of the ACCI method with the
C3-like basis [37], it was noticed that the quality of the
energies for∞He is not improved by including the 2s2s
configuration in the calculations except for the 11S level
for which a non negligible contribution is observed. It was
also mentioned that the doubly excited state 2s2 1S was
found through the diagonalization of the eigenvalue prob-
lem. For example, with a wave function generated with the
1s1s, 1s2s, 2s1s, 1s3s, 3s1s and 2s2s configurations, and
with up ton12 = 5 angular functions (M = 20), one finds
for ∞He a mean energy of−0.7659 a.u.; this is in good
agreement with the value−0.7685 a.u. reported by the Lip-
sky et al [50] and the−0.7776 a.u. reported by Dulieu and
Le Sech [51]. In the present calculation the 2s2s configu-
ration was not included in the basis set. Thus, the energy
and the wave function found for the doubly excited state
2s2 1S was not very accurate.

3.3 Advanced ACCI

A more advanced ACCI method can be obtained by com-
bining the approach described in Sect. 2 with the technique
introduced in [35,36]. To find approximated solutions to
the Eq. (1), we thus use linear combinations of the follow-
ing functions:

Ψn1,n2,n3(r13, r23, r12) = φn1,n2,n3 (r13, r23, r12)

× Ωn1,n2,n3 (r13, r23, r12) . (15)
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Table 1. The ground state 11S mean energies for several negatively three-body systems, obtained using theΨC3−20 orΨC3−35 approximated
wave functions, are compared with accurate reference values (in bold).

z3 = 1 z3 = 2 z3 = 3
[

m−1 m−2 m+3
]

〈−E〉
[

m−1 m−2 m2+
3

]

〈−E〉
[

m−1 m−2 m3+
3

]

〈−E〉
∞H− [e−e−∞+] 0.52686 ∞He [e−e− ∞He2+] 2.90108 ∞Li [ e−e− ∞Li3+] 7.27658

0.527751a 2.903724c 7.279913c

1H− [e−e−p+] 0.526555 4He [e−e− 4He2+] 2.90065 7Li [ e−e− 7Li3+] 7.27603
0.527446a 2.903305c 7.279322c

D− [e−e−d+] 0.526707 3He [e−e− 3He2+] 2.90052 6Li [ e−e− 6Li3+] 7.27588
0.527598a 2.903167c 7.279222c

T− [e−e−t+] 0.52686 [e−µ− ∞He2+] 414.036 [e−µ− ∞Li3+] 932.4568
0.527649a 414.03654d

Mu− [e−e−µ+] 0.524162 [e−µ− 4He2+] 402.637 [e−µ− 7Li3+] 917.649
0.525055a 402.63726d 917.65022 f

[µ−µ−∞+] 108.938 [e−µ− 3He2+] 399.042 [e−µ− 6Li3+] 915.231
399.04234d 915.23135 f

[µ−µ−p+] 97.3748 [µ−µ− ∞He2+] 599.850 [µ−µ− ∞Li3+] 1504.57
97.56698b

[µ−µ−d+] 102.803 [µ−µ− 4He2+] 582.400 [µ−µ− 7Li3+] 1479.62
102.9919b

[µ−µ−t+] 104.757 [µ−µ− 3He2+] 576.934 [µ−µ− 6Li3+] 1475.56
104.9441b

[e−p− ∞He2+] 3672.81 [e−p− ∞Li3+] 8445.76
[e−p− 4He2+] 2934.30 [e−p− 7Li3+] 7227.14

2934.2972e

[e−p− 3He2+] 2753.150 [e−p− 6Li3+] 7080.97
2753.1547e

[e−d− ∞He2+] 7876.24 [e−d− ∞Li3+] 16519.2
[e−d− 4He2+] 4884.06 [e−d− 7Li3+] 12842.5

4884.0629e

[e−d− 3He2+] 4401.93 [e−d− 6Li3+] 12375.9
[e−t− ∞He2+] 11056.4 [e−t− ∞Li3+] 24740.6
[e−t− 4He2+] 6269.83 [e−t− 7Li3+] 17301.2

6269.8299e

[e−t− 3He2+] 5508.31 [e−t− 6Li3+] 16545.2
a Frolov [7,11], b Frolov et al. [47], c Drake [13],d Frolov [8], e Smith and Frolov [1],f Frolov [14]

According to [35,36], we use the following definition for
Ωn1,n2,n3

Ω
(Ni ,N j ,Nk)
n1,n2,n3

(r13, r23, r12) =
∑

i, j,k,1

cn1n2n3

i jk ri
13r

j
23rk

12. (16)

where Ni,N j and Nk represent the number of coef-
ficients included for each of the relative coordinates. In
order to have the functions of Eq. (15) satisfying Kato
cusp conditions, the coefficientscn1n2n3

i jk corresponding to
first powers in the coordinates should not appear. The
polynomials Ω

(Ni ,N j,Nk)
n1,n2,n3

add to the function – noted now

Ψ
(Ni ,N j ,Nk)
n1,n2,n3

(r13, r23, r12) – extra correlation in addition to the
already included in the basis functionsφn1,n2,n3.

The ACCI method suggests, as an approximated solu-
tion of the Schrödinger equation (1), a linear combination
of the functions (15)

ΨC3−M = N
∑

n1,n2,n3

Ψ
(Ni ,N j ,Nk)
n1,n2,n3

(r13, r23, r12), (17)

whereN is the overall normalization factor and the sub-
script indicates the total numberM of linear coefficients.

Two main differences between the ACCI and the tradi-
tional Configuration Interaction (CI) approach (see, e.g.,
Ref. [52]) should be underlined. The first one is that the
ACCI includes explicitly angular correlation through the
introduction of ther12 coordinate in each configuration
φn1,n2,n3. The second one is associated to the presence of
the multiplying functionsΩ(Ni ,N j ,Nk)

n1,n2,n3
which add both radial

and angular correlation. The overall amount of correlation
included is dictated by the numberM of linear coefficients
cn1n2n3

i jk . This advanced ACCI method ensures an even faster
convergency rate for the energy and other expectation val-
ues. Its efficiency has been illustrated [39] with the study
of the ground state of several normal and exotic three-body
systems: neutral helium-like ([e−e− ∞He2+], [e−e− 4He2+],
[e−e− 3He2+], [e−µ− ∞He2+], [e−µ− 4He2+], [e−µ− 3He2+]),
and positively charged lithium-like ([e−e− ∞Li3+], [e−e−
7Li3+], [e−e− 6Li3+], [e−µ− ∞Li3+], [e−µ− 7Li3+], [e−µ−
6Li3+]) systems. Since only the ground state was analyzed,
only the n1 = n2 = 1 were included inΨC3−M . Quite
accurate mean values of the ground state energy and of
other relevant physical quantities such as< rp

i j > with
(p = −1, 1, 2) (i, j = 1, 2, 3), were obtained with only a
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Table 2. Mean energies of the excited statesn1S andn3S for several negatively three-body systems, obtained using theΨC3−20 orΨC3−35

approximated wave functions, are compared with accurate reference values (in bold).

〈−E〉23S 〈−E〉21S 〈−E〉33S 〈−E〉31S 〈−E〉43S 〈−E〉41S

e−e− ∞He2+ 2.17494 2.14541 2.06858 2.06107 2.03194 2.02661
2.17523a 2.14597a 2.06869a 2.06127a 2.036512a 2.033587a

e−e− 4He2+ 2.17464 2.14511 2.06830 2.06079 2.03166 2.02633
2.17493a 2.14568a 2.06840a 2.06099a 2.03623a 2.03331a

e−e− 3He2+ 2.17454 2.14502 2.06820 2.06070 2.03157 2.02624
2.17483a 2.14558a 2.06831a 2.06090a 2.03614a 2.03322a

e−µ− ∞He2+ 413.661 413.592 413.568 413.550 413.520 413.467
413.6615b

e−µ− 4He2+ 402.262 402.193 402.168 402.152 402.124 402.074
402.2623b

e−µ− 3He2+ 398.668 398.598 398.574 398.561 398.538 398.497
398.6674b

µ−µ− ∞He2+ 449.708 443.603 427.717 426.164 420.14 419.038
µ−µ− 4He2+ 437.283 431.329 415.923 414.407 408.537 407.457
µ−µ− 3He2+ 433.368 427.467 412.207 410.702 404.880 403.809
e−p− ∞He2+ 3672.43 3672.36 3672.34 3672.32 3672.29 3672.23
e−p− 4He2+ 2933.92 2933.85 2933.83 2933.81 2933.79 2933.74
e−p− 3He2+ 2752.78 2752.71 2752.69 2752.67 2752.64 2752.58
e−d− ∞He2+ 7345.47 7341.47 7341.09 7341.02 7341. 7340.98
e−d− 4He2+ 4883.69 4883.64 4883.62 4883.59 4883.57 4883.53
e−d− 3He2+ 4401.55 4401.48 4401.46 4401.44 4401.41 4401.36
e−t− ∞He2+ 10994.3 10994.0 10993.9 10993.9 10993.9 10993.8
e−t− 4He2+ 6269.45 6269.39 6269.36 6269.35 6269.32 6269.27
e−t− 3He2+ 5496.9 5496.53 5496.46 5496.43 5496.41 5496.38
e−e− ∞Li3+ 5.11016 5.03941 4.75174 4.73309 4.63433 4.62516

5.11073c 5.04088c 4.75208c 4.73375c 4.63714c 4.62977c

e−e− 7Li3+ 5.10976 5.03913 4.75137 4.73315 4.63397 4.62642
e−e− 6Li3+ 5.10969 5.03895 4.7513 4.73266 4.63391 4.62473
e−µ− ∞Li3+ 930.957 930.679 930.582 930.541 930.504 930.421
e−µ− 7Li3+ 916.150 915.872 915.775 915.729 915.692 915.599
e−µ− 6Li3+ 913.731 913.454 913.356 913.309 913.257 913.155
µ−µ− ∞Li3+ 1056.62 1041.99 982.509 978.654 958.233 956.335
µ−µ− 7Li3+ 1039.76 1025.33 966.866 963.061 942.961 941.079
µ−µ− 6Li3+ 1037.01 1022.62 964.312 960.52 940.467 938.592
e−p− ∞Li3+ 8293.02 8264.69 8263.19 8262.91 8262.81 8262.77
e−p− 7Li3+ 7225.64 7225.36 7225.27 7225.22 7225.17 7225.05
e−p− 6Li3+ 7079.23 7077.73 7077.45 7077.35 7077.31 7077.27
e−d− ∞Li3+ 16517.7 16517.4 16517.3 16517.2 16517.2 16517.
e−d− 7Li3+ 12835.2 12833.7 12833.5 12833.4 12833.3 12833.3
e−d− 6Li3+ 12374.4 12374.1 12374.0 12374. 12373.9 12373.8
e−t− ∞Li3+ 24738.1 24736.6 24736.4 24736.3 24736.2 24736.2
e−t− 7Li3+ 17299.7 17299.4 17299.3 17299.2 17299.2 17299.1
e−t− 6Li3+ 16476.8 16475.3 16475.0 16474.9 16474.8 16474.8

a Drake[13], b Frolov [9] c Accadet al. [53]

relatively low number of termsM = 14 or 20 (n1 = n2 = 1
andn3 = 1, 2); a study of the convergence with varyingM
was performed. For all systems cited above we have pro-
vided, in tabular form, the linear coefficientscn1n2n3

i jk and the
normalization constantN (see Ref. [39]).

For the present contribution, in order to get also ex-
cited states, we have performed calculations including the
configuration indicated by Eq. (14)) and adding also the
2s2s, and with n3 = 1 up to 2. Including further three
[pairs (i, j) = (0, 0), (0, 2), (2,0) for k = 0] or five [pairs
(i, j) = (0, 0), (0, 2), (2,0), (0, 4), (4,0) for k = 0] terms in
Ω, we have constructed two wave functions, notedΨC3−28

with M = 28 linear parameters andΨC3−38 with M = 38
parameters. The results for the ground and excited states
for normal∞He are presented in Table 3. The convergence
with increasingM can be appreciated. We have also done
a calculation with the same configurations as described by
Eq. (14)) but with more terms [pairs (i, j) = (0, 0), (0, 2),
(2, 0), (0, 3), (3, 0) for k = 0, and (i, j) = (0, 0) for k = 2] in
the factorΩ. With the larger total numberM = 52 of linear
coefficients, even better energy convergence is reached for
the excited statesn1,3S with n = 2, 3, 4. Note again that,
for a comparable numberM, much better ground state en-
ergies can be obtained by considering onlyn1 = n2 = 1,
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Table 3. Mean energies of the ground and excited statesn1S andn3S for He with infinite nuclear mass [e−e− ∞He2+] obtained using the
advancedΨC3−28, ΨC3−38 andΨC3−52 approximated wave functions (see text), and compared with accurate reference values [13].

〈E〉11S 〈E〉23S 〈E〉21S 〈E〉33S 〈E〉31S 〈E〉43S 〈E〉41S

ΨC3−28 2.90266 2.17503 2.14576 2.06864 2.06121 2.03575 2.03207
ΨC3−38 2.90281 2.17504 2.14578 2.06865 2.06122 2.03648 2.03352
ΨC3−52 2.90339 2.17522 2.14594 2.06869 2.06126 2.03649 2.03351

Exact[13] 2.90372 2.17523 2.14597 2.06869 2.06127 2.03651 2.03359

but at the price of losing the quality of the obtained excited
states.

For all systems, even more accurate wave functions can
be easily constructed by increasing the number of terms
in Ω(Ni ,N j,Nk)

n1,n2,n3
(r13, r23, r12) and/or including other configura-

tions (n1n2n3). However, as mentioned in the Introduction,
the aim was to provide the details of the wave functions
and have therefore kept the number of coefficients reason-
ably moderate.

4 Critical nuclear charge for exotic
three-body atomic systems

In order to study the stability of these three-body systems
[m1m2m3], one should compare its energyE[m1m2m3] with
that of the ground state of the separate two-body sub-
systemsE[mim j] where i , j. If m1 denotes the lightest
particle, the stability condition reads

E[m1m2m3] < −
1
2

(z2z3)2µ23 = E[m2m3]. (18)

We have already mentioned that all the considered sys-
tems with z3 = Z = 1 have only one bound state, the
ground state. It is also well known that when the value of
Z is decreased, there appears a minimum value, the criti-
cal charge (Zth < 1), below which the double bound state
does not exist, as it becomes a continuum state [54]. In the
case of two electrons, the critical charge is the minimum
nuclear charge value which allows to bind two electrons.
This threshold value is obtained as the zero of the follow-
ing function [55]:

f (Z) ≡ E(Z) +
µ23

2
Z2 (19)

which results from the stability condition (18).
The calculated values of the threshold charge,Zth, and

the corresponding threshold energyEth, obtained with a
ΨC3−18 wave function [39] are listed in Table 4 for the neg-
atively charged, infinitely heavy, hydrogen ion [e−e−∞z3]
and its muonic counterpart [e−e−µz3]. The obtained thresh-
old valuesZth lie between the lowerZ(−) and upperZ(+)

bounds found in [56], and are closer to the upper bounds.
Note that, for the hydrogenic ion ourZth value is only 0.5%
off the valueZth = 0.911029 found in [57] with a 30 basis
exponential functions but with 90 non-linear parameters.
In contrast, our result is obtained with a wave function con-
taining only 18 linear coefficients. The minimal chargez3
to bind two muons (three-body system [µ−µ−∞z3]) is also
given in Table 4.

It is interesting to investigate also the three-body sys-
tems, [e−µ−∞z3], and to find the minimal chargez3 to bind
an electron and a muon. In this case the critical (or thresh-
old) chargeZth corresponding to a stable system isZth ≃

1.11 (see Table 4). According to our calculations an in-
finitely heavy nucleus (and similarly for finite masses such
as those of a proton, a deuteron or a tritium) can not bind a
muon and an electron; these three-body systems can not be
found forming a stable bound state in nature. This is an ex-
ample of an unstable ion with a unit nuclear charge. This
explains why we were able to present results for helium-
(Z = 2) and lithium-like (Z = 3) systems with a muon
replacing an electron, but not for hydrogen-like (Z= 1).

Table 4.Critical nuclear chargeZth to bind two electrons, an elec-
tron and a muon, or two muons. The energy valuesEth corre-
sponding to the threshold chargeZ = Zth, as well as the lower
and upper boundsZ(−) andZ(+) found in [56], are also included.

e−e−∞z3 e−e−µz3 e−µ−∞z3 µ−µ−∞z3

Zth 0.916 0.916 1.11 0.912
Eth −0.41971 −0.41757 −127.38069 −85.924344
Z(−)

th 0.8909a 0.8913[a] − −

Z(+)
th 0.9171a 0.9174[a] − −

a Rebane [56]

5 Summary and concluding remarks

In this report we have generalized the C3-like basis set
[37] to three-body atomic systems with general masses,
and have used the basis functions to extend the Angular
Correlated Configuration-Interaction method presented in
[35,36]. The C3-like basis functions are defined as being
exact solution of a general three-body Coulomb problem
where the non-diagonal terms of the kinetic energy are
neglected; hence, the functions naturally satisfy the cusp
conditions at the two-body singularities. They are defined
as a product of two-body Coulomb wave function multi-
plied by a Coulomb distortion factor, being in that way the
counterpart of the C3 approach used for scattering prob-
lems. This distortion factor, which depends on the distance
between the two light particles, already includes angular
correlation in the configuration basis functions [37,38]. A
configuration interaction scheme can then be constructed
with these correlated basis elements as done in Ref. [37].
The convergence rate of the energy and wave functions ob-
tained can be considerably increased by multiplying the
basis functions by an additional correlation factorΩ which
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adds radial and angular correlation to each configuration
(advanced ACCI). Two advantages of the C3-like basis set
should be mentioned: all the parameters included in the
wave functions are linear, thus a single diagonalization gives
both energies and eigenvectors. Second, the basis set diag-
onalizes all the Coulomb interaction and part of the kinetic
energy, leading to analytic closed form expressions for the
non-diagonalized terms.

The efficiency of the method has been illustrated by
consideringS states of several standard and exotic hydro-
gen-, helium- and lithium-like three-body systems, in which
the nuclear mass can be finite and the two light particles
can be equal or different. Ground and excited statesn1,3S
energies have been compared, when possible, to highly ac-
curate values, obtained with large variational calculations;
good agreement is found for all cases. For most exotic sys-
tems, the energy of excited sates has not been given before
in the literature. Accurate wave functions, satisfying ex-
actly two-body Kato cusp conditions, and with a moderate
number of linear coefficients were used (the results can be
systematically improved by including more terms in the
expansion). This has been done with the purpose to pro-
vide, e.g., to the collisional community, wave functions as
accurate as the traditional Hylleraas wave function avail-
able in the literature for two-electron systems with infinite
nuclear mass. To the best of our knowledge, for all other
three-body systems investigated here, no functions (as ac-
curate and simple as those presented here), have been ex-
plicitly given in the literature. The linear coefficients and
normalization constants have been given in tabular form
for the ground state of some systems [39]; data for the
wave functions presented here are available upon request
[58].

A study of the stability of some of these three-body
systems was also performed, by providing the critical
charge to bind two electrons, an electron and a muon, or
two muons.

The extension of the present method toL > 0 states has
been briefly sketched in Sect. 2 and is part of our current in-
vestigations. It is also planned to investigate molecular sys-
tems; however, in this case, molecular-like basis set have to
be used to replace the basis functionsφn1,n2,n3 (r13, r23, r12).
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